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The Telesin Max Lens Mod for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11
The Max Lens Mod accessory will help you get the most out of your GoPro camera. The lens provides smooth, shake-free high definition
shots, so you can record while running, skiing, etc. The 155° wide angle lets you capture larger buildings and landscapes in the frame,
and Horizon Lock locks the horizon while  recording,  regardless of  the camera position.  While  Timewarp allows you to  achieve smooth
shots with a delay function. Additionally, the lens is waterproof and quick and easy to install.
 
Max HyperSmooth
Do you want  high-quality  shots? With the Max Lens Mod,  it's  possible!  Max HyperSmooth stabilization delivers  video at  up to 2.7K 60
resolution and allows you to record smooth shots without annoying shake. Now you can freely record while cycling, running, etc.
 
Wide recording angle
Beautiful view can't fit in the frame? Use the Max Lens Mod and record without limits! GP-LEN-001 allows you to record at an ultra-wide
angle of 155°. You can use it to record, for example, large buildings or vast landscapes.
 
Even more possibilities
The lens features Horizon Lock, which allows you to lock the horizon while recording no matter how you hold the camera, for example, if
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you rotate it. Timewarp, on the other hand, provides smooth video with a delay function. It works well for recording auroras or meteor
showers, etc.
 
Waterproof
The lens is also water resistant up to 5 m. So you can comfortably record near water. However, please note that the lens accessory is
designed with waterproof performance components, while used underwater, it may cause image distortion. It is not recommended using
it underwater.
 
Fast and easy installation
No tools are needed to place the lens on or remove it. As a result, you can mount the lens at any time when needed. Use Max Lens Mod
and create exceptional shots!
 
In the box
GP-LEN-001
Case
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-LEN-001
Lens' weight
31.65g
Case's weight
17.7g
Dimensions
35 x 35 x 18 mm
Material
PC
Color
black
Compatibility
GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11

Preço:

€ 65.01
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